
 

 

Around the Classroom 
A Snapshot Overview from Winter 2016/17 

_______________________________________________________________ 

 

 

Practical Life 

 

Practical Life exercises teach life skills. These Montessori activities replicate work that a child sees adults 

doing in their daily lives. The practical life tools and furniture are child-sized. The tasks performed are self-

correcting. The children develop concentration, fine and gross motor coordination through repetition 

indirectly preparing the child for sensorial, language and math activities. 

 

  

 

• Left: Nathan follows the sequence for making orange juice. He makes a bracha before he takes a 

sip. 
• Right: Jonah takes care of the Gan Aliya environment. He sequences multiple steps to wash the 

table. He can wash, soap, scrub, rinse, and dry the table until it's shining and clean! 

 

 

 

  



 

Sensorial 

 

Sensorial materials educate and refine the senses. These activities organize and categorize sense 
perception.  For example, the pink tower, broad stair and red rods expand the child’s knowledge 
of dimensions. The vocabulary words “smallest, biggest, thinnest, thickest, shortest and longest” 
enhance the child’s sensory education. The cylinders offer a more complicated variety of 
dimensions and shapes. The color boxes teach colors and various shades. A variety of materials 
are available to sort by sound, smell and touch. Red and blue sound cylinders teach a child to sort 
by sound, smelling bottles by smell and fabric pieces by touch. The handling of the sensorial 
materials attunes the child to the fine differences in their environment and prepares the hand and 
mind for academic subjects. 
  

 

  

• Left: Ezra uses the knobless cylinders to create a design ranging from largest to smallest 
dimensions. He enjoys looking at the reflection of his masterpiece in the mirror. 

• Middle: Nina and her classmates navigate through a maze they made by arranging various 
size red rods.  The maze requires spacial quantity recognition, which dovetails with 
mathematics. 

• Right: Asher focuses his mind on solving a memory game. Under each wooden cup, lies an 
object with a match somewhere in the set. 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

  



 

Language 

 

The Montessori language arts curriculum is sequential, multi-sensory and phonetic based. When 
the teachers observe the child's readiness, they introduce metal insets (which assist the child in 
writing straight and curved lines), I Spy games and sandpaper letters. Writing exercises always 
accompany sound and symbol lessons. Spelling and reading follow with opportunities for 
expressive writing available on Gan Aliya's shelves. 

   

   

 

• Top Left: Daniel, David and Remi sound out the picture and build the word using a 
movable alphabet.  

• Top Right: Judah reads a Primary Phonics reader and enjoys answering comprehension 
questions asked by the Morah.  

• Bottom Left: Shlomo builds three-letter word puzzles and then practices his 
handwriting while recording the words. 

• Bottom Right: Yehuda composes silent-e words using a movable alphabet. 

 



 

 

Math 

 

The language of math surrounds a child beginning at birth. “How many would you like?” “How old 
are you?” “Two for you and two for me."  The Montessori math curriculum offers concrete 
experiences to help develop math concepts. The child puts together, takes away and divides 
objects, beads, and cubes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Top Left: Ezra and DJ build numbers in place value using the bank material to answer an 
addition problem. 

• Top Right: Berel uses the short bead stair to learn numbers 1-10. 
• Bottom Left and Right: Leora and Charlie complete arithmetic equations with color-

coded stones. 

 

 
 



Torah and Alef Bais 
 

 

Gan Aliya strives to build in students a deep emuna in Hashem and love of His Torah. 
Utilizing the Montessori-style works designed by Rabbi Jonathan Rietti, the children begin 
to learn the 613 Mitzvos, refinement of their middos, Jewish holidays, Shabbos, the weekly 
Torah portion and Jewish History. These subjects teach them about who they are, where they 
come from, where they are going, and what their responsibility is as Jews. 
 
Children develop Hebrew literacy at their own pace. Using a variety of tactile, visual, and 
auditory stimuli to master the Alef Bais, children first recognize the letters and then begin to 
sound them out. After distinguishing between the many letters, words are read and Hebrew 
vocabulary is increased. 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Top Left: Yosef and Bruria use the playdough to create the Hebrew letters "lamed" 
and "chof." This fun activity accesses the child's tactile awareness as a pathway to letter 
shape recognition. 

• Top Right: Sarala practices distinguishing between the Hebrew letters of "shin" and 
"sin." 

 

 

 



Torah and Alef Bais (continued) 

 

  

 

  

 

• Top Left: Bentzi matches Alef Bais letters on the trivet board to master familiarity 
with their unique shapes. 

• Top Right: Also developing shape recognition, Gabriel matches the small Alef Bais 
cards to the big yellow Alef Bais board. Shape recognition is the first step in kriah 
(reading). 

• Bottom: Yehuda, Sarah Shayna and Yechezkel sequence Rabbi Rietti's Jewish 
History timeline cards, and discuss what each card represents, ultimately leading up 
to this week's Parsha, Parshas Beshalach. Sarah Shayna is pointing to brias 
haolam (Hashem's creating the universe in seven days). 



Culture and Science 
Arctic Circle and Polar Bears 

 

 

 

 
 

  

 

• Above: The children contrast the Arctic Circle during the summer and 
winter months. 
 

 

Gan Aliya's Kinderlach visited the coldest regions on planet earth, home to some 
amazing and beloved species of animals. First stop was the Arctic Circle. The children 
learned about the dramatic seasons of this frozen ocean area. The older children 
designed planet Earth out of construction paper and highlighted the Polar Regions. 
They learned that the Arctic Circle is the North Pole and Antarctica is the South Pole of 
Earth. The Kindergarten group had the opportunity to explore in more depth the Polar 
Regions and compiled a portfolio of extension activities.  

The children studied a variety of facts about the largest land carnivore in the world, the 
polar bear.  For example, they learned that a polar bear's skin is black and fur is white, 
so they painted a white polar onto black paper and created a polar bear paw. The 
children enjoyed many crafts to reinforce their learning. 

 

 

 



 

Antarctica and Penguins 
 

 
 
Next stop, Antarctica, the world of penguins! During morning circle, Morah Nancy 
showed the children pictures of Antarctica and its unique penguins. The children 
learned penguin facts by examining the largest penguin known as the Emperor/King 
penguin. For example, the children learned that penguins are birds who do not 
fly; rather than possessing wings, they have flippers and can swim. The children also 
learned interesting facts about Antarctica. For example, Antarctica is the only continent 
without countries. We surely enjoyed learning about the Polar Regions! 
 

  

• Left: Sarah Shayna displays her Polar Region portfolio. 

• Right: Leora points to the first stage of the Emperor penguin's life cycle. 
  

  

  

 

 

 
• Above: Charlie found snorkeling flippers in his closet, which reminded him of the 

penguin's webbed feet. He modeled this for the class and then demonstrated how the 
Emperor penguin incubates its egg in the brood patch (ball between Charlie's 
ankles). Morah Nancy and Charlie mimicked how the penguins pass their eggs back 
and forth without touching the icy ground. 

 


